The model of reading (used also for dyslexia) was modified adding accommodation (neural fatigue) mechanism into neuronal units based on K + (Ca ++ ) ion channels, plus synaptic Gaussian noise with zero mean and 0.02 variance that provides an extra energy to facilitate free evolution.
Introduction
The goal is to understand neurodynamics, identify attractor states, their properties, understand how neural processes give rise to attention and conscious mental states during spontaneous thinking or mind wandering.
Using trained, biologically plausible model of neural network that has learned associations between phonology, orthography and semantic of many words, implemented in the Emergent simulator, we are investigating the landscape of attractor states using fuzzy symbolic dynamics visualization and recurrence plots.
Hypothesis: transient states are not perceived in a conscious way, perception requires formation of a quasi-stable state where trajectory of the system falls into basin of some attractor, transitions between attractors generate "stream of consciousness".
Fuzzy Symbolic Dynamics
Fuzzy Symbolic Dynamics (FSD) is used to:
• Reduce dimensionality of trajectory x(t), visualize it in 2 or 3D.
• Estimate properties of attractors: number, position, strength.
• Can be combined with time-frequency or component analysis.
Algorithm: 1. Standardize data.
2. Find cluster centers (e.g. by k-means algorithm): μ 1 , μ 2 , … 3. Use non-linear mapping to reduce dimensionality:
Reference points μ i may be optimized to resolve minimal distances. Trajectories of the activity of 140 neurons in the semantic layer, subject to synaptic noise and neural fatigue, oscillate in attractor basins that correspond to word semantics. Trajectories of 4 pairs of correlated words are shown, with concrete words in the first two pairs (flag, coat, hind, deer) marked in blue, and abstract words (wage, coat, loss, gain) as the last two pairs, marked in red-yellow.
Model of Reading

Recurrence Plots
Eckmann et al. (1987) introduced recurrence plots, a general method for analysis of dynamical systems.
A trajectory x i =x(t i ) returns to almost the same area (within ε distance) at some other point in time, creating non-zero elements (or black dots in the plot) of the recurrence matrix:
With some experience such plots allow for identification of many interesting behaviors of the system. However, these plots depend strongly on the choice of ε and the choice of the time step Δt=t i+1 -t i .
In the analysis of high-dimensional dynamical systems it is better to plot all distances between trajectory points using color scale for distance determination. The recurrence matrix is given by:
Such recurrence plots may be smoothed using non-linear distance function || . ||, capturing essential info about system's behavior, especially its attractor dynamics.
Recurrence plots have wide applications for analysis of time series, including high-dimensional neurodynamical systems, but their interpretation is not always easy; FSD complements them.
Trajectories are good for …
New area in psycholinguistics: investigation of dynamical cognition, influence of masking on semantic and phonological errors, temporal dynamics in perception, effects of priming, associations, continuous mental trajectories, formation of mems and their influence on thinking and relating mental states to neural/brain properties. 
